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05.03. The Turbulent Life of a Travelling Scientist -
News and Actors
Add links on news regarding sustainable travel and the role of science. Which particular actors can
you �nd that are relevant in this regard? What is going on in the world?

ACTORS AND STRATEGIES FOR CHANGE JAN 09, 2018 02:19PM

AFRIN J AHAN MAR 05, 2018 05:44PM

How can be the s

Sustainable travel is the future
Tourism accounts for a gr owing
share of the economies ar ound the
world,the industr y and
policymakers have a responsibility
to ensure that tourism is healthy,
sustainable and beneficial for local communities. Na yana
RenuKumar, Head of Public P olicy, Airbnb on the futur e of
sustainable travel. How central is sustainability t o your strategy
in India?

AIRBNBCI TIZEN

OWAIS SYED MAR 05, 2018 04:57PM

Bhutan! A role model ineed..
The �rst carbon negative country! 

https://www.climatecouncil.org.au/bhutan-is-the-world-s-
only-carbon-negative-country-so-how-did-they-do-it

FELIX BRAND T MAR 05, 2018 04:36PM

nordic.businessinsider.com/volvo-makes-history---shifts-
to-pure-electric-vehicle-production-2017-7/

FELIX BRAND T MAR 05, 2018 04:36PM

Electric cars
nordic.businessinsider.com/volvo-makes-history---shifts-
to-pure-electric-vehicle-production-2017-7/

EMILIO GONZ ALEZ S MAR 05, 2018 04:28PM

Sustainable travel and interesting new
ideas

How to �x travel | Doug Lansky | TEDxStockholm
Travel has improved over the years in some wa ys, but it has
come off the rails in others. It's great that a journe y from Europe
to the U.S. takes eight hours instead of se veral weeks in the hull
of a rat-infested sailboat boat, but t ourism is also homogenizing
the planet's cultures and growing unsustainably .

YOUTUBE

OLGA MELNIK OVA MAR 05, 2018 04:09PM

”Thomson Airways to
make UK’s first biofuel
flight using recycled
cooking oil”
 

Thomson Airways to make UK's
�rst biofuel �ight using
recycled cooking oil
Thomson Airways will become the
UK's first airline to fly customers on
biofuel when it oper ates a service
from Birmingham t o Mallorca, Spain next month. The carrier
said the flights would oper ate on a 50/50 mix of Jet A1 fuel and
recycled cooking oil in both of the plane 's engines.

BREAKING TRA VEL NEWS

FÉLIX-ANTOINE CARDIN AL MAR 05, 2018 04:08PM
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Encouraging industries to reduce carbon
emission with taxes
India's government is proposing a reform to its taxation
system in order to encourage industries to reduce carbon
emissions by lowering in tax of income on carbon credits
from 30% to 10%. 

Here's the link to the article: 
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/industry/energy/p
ower/budget-proposes-less-tax-on-income-from-carbon-
credits/articleshow/62742838.cms

SARA ONSTEN MAR 05, 2018 04:04PM

"Reduce your impact on the planet,
support local economies, and protect
wildlife."
https://www.nationalgeographic.com/travel/lists/sustaina
ble-travel-tips/ 

6 Ways to Be a More
Sustainable Traveler
The United Nations designated
2017 the International Y ear of
Sustainable Tourism for
Development -an oppor tunity to
raise global awar eness about how r esponsible tourism can act
as a vehicle for positiv e change.

TRAVEL

HOLLY MARRIOTT WEBB MAR 05, 2018 04:05PM

"Will 2018 be the year of the neo-
luddite?"
https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2018/mar/04/
will-2018-be-the-year-of-the-neo-luddite 

This article is mainly about digital technologies rather than
travel, but it does show the desire to take a step back from
some of our most recent technological habits. 

"The realisation that technological change isn’t always
bene�cial nor inevitable is long overdue" - perhaps there
will be a growing realisation that fast travel isn't always
better travel.

OSKAR NORM ANSSON M YLONAS MAR 05, 2018 03:49PM

"Ayahuasca tourism is ripping of
indigenous amazonians"
https://www.vice.com/en_us/article/qbn8vq/ayahuasca-
tourism-is-ripping-off-indigenous-amazonians 

Just one of many, perhaps initially unexpected,
consequenses of increased tourism enabled by transport
technologies such as �ight.

VITA JEX-BLAKE MAR 05, 2018 03:31PM

Future of sustainable travel
NY Times article that discusses 'sustainable tourism' and
how this was made a priority by the UN who designated 2017
as the International Year of Sustainable Tourism for
Development.  
 
The UN World Tourism Organisation lists three guiding
principles; "environmentally friendly practices like
minimizing the use of plastic; protecting natural and cultural
heritage ; and supporting local communities by employing
local staff, buying local products and engaging in charity
work." 
 

Where Sustainable Travel Is
Headed in 2017
PURSUITS | SUSTAINABLE
TOURISM Sustainable t ourism -
bringing global awar eness to travel
and putting it int o action - is a top
priority for the United Nations this y ear. The organization has
designated 2017 as the International Y ear of Sustainable
Tourism for Development.

NYTIMES

MOLLIE Z ALAS MAR 05, 2018 03:12PM

Issues of cruise tourism and
sustainibility
A small article about how cruises and ferries don't just
pollute through carbon emissions and what areas they need
to improve.

jhtm.pdf
PDF document

CRUISEJUNKIE
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MARIA WALLENTHIN MAR 05, 2018 03:27PM

SVD asked 30 larger companies about their business
travelings and if they take the climate into count when
traveling.  
Half of the companies replies that they have changed their
policies to reduce �ight travelings.  
Most of the companies has just general directions in their
policies. Only 4 of the 30 companies has clear directions on
type of traveling dependent on distance.  
Only 4% of the companies climate compensation for their
�ight traveling. 
(information from article bellow in Swedish SVD, 1 Jan 2+18) 

There is a new law implemented in Swednefrom 2017  (based
on EU-directive) for larger compaies that now have to add
sustainablity reporting into the companies annual report.
This is just a reporting but I will help companies and owners
to see the hard facts and act up on these.

Endast vart fjärde svenskt
storbolag �ygkompenserar
Hälften av Sveriges största bolag
har skärpt sin policy för tjänstefly g
av klimatskäl. Men bar a en
fjärdedel klimatkompenser ar för
flygresorna, visar SvD:s kar tläggning.

SVD.SE

NIKOS JORD AN MAR 05, 2018 02:26PM

Cape Town makes tourists become more
environmentally friendly
https://www.telegraph.co.uk/travel/comment/cape-town-
drought-new-normal-responsible-travel/ 
“If it’s brown �ush it down, if it’s yellow let it mellow.” Once
tourists reach a location, their activities can be made much
more environmentally friendly, even if it means not �ushing
the toilet.

JOSEFINE SJÖBERG MAR 05, 2018 02:13PM

Sustainable travelling needs both
behavioural changes and infrastructure
efficiency
Interesting research going on, looking to "�nd radical
solutions leading to fewer trips and more ef�cient travel,
along with tools to enable better use of roads and vehicles".  

http://nordicroads.com/new-research-programme-for-
more-ef�cient-travel/

KATIE VONDEREMBSE MAR 05, 2018 01:40PM

Making Your Airplane Travel a Little Bit
Greener
"Take one round-trip �ight between New York and
California, and you’ve generated about 20 percent of the
greenhouse gases that your car emits over an entire year." 
This article suggests some ways to decrease the carbon
footprint of traveling by plane. 

Flying Is Bad for the Planet. You
Can Help Make It Better.
According to the World Bank, the
average American gener ated about
16.4 metric tons of carbon dio xide
in 2013; according to some
calculations, a round-trip flight fr om New York to San Francisco
emits about 0.9 metric t ons of carbon dio xide per person. F or
an American, that r epresents about one-eighteenth of y our
carbon emissions for the y ear.

NYTIMES

Kevin has some interesting views on carbon offsetting, you
should ask him about it. 

― ACTORS AND STRATEGIES FOR CHANGE

PRAEWA LUENGVARINKUL MAR 05, 2018 01:20PM

Can free public transport really reduce
pollution?
The aims of public transportation were to promote public
transport and to reduce car traf�c. However, the increase in
public transportation is coming from people who used to
walk.

Can free public transport really
reduce pollution? |
Environment| All topics from
climate change to conservation
| DW | 14.02.2018
Under pressure from the European
Union to tackle its air deadly air pollution, the German
government is considering making public tr ansport free in its
most polluted cities. F ew cities have attempted such  a scheme -
with the notable ex ception of Tallinn.

DW.COM

KEITH NYENDE MAR 05, 2018 12:18PM

Degradation of forest cover.
Here is a news story from 2017 about a Forest at the center
of violent protests in 2007 when the government of Uganda
attempted to give it to an investor to grow sugarcane for
commercial sugar production. It’s been alleged that
international environmental organizations played a big part
in �nancing and coordinating the protests. 
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Uganda's Mabira forest
recovery plan
Thursday June 22 2017 In
Summary Ten years later, Mabira
forerst has recovered after bloody
riots in Kampala in April 2007 o ver
a planned excision of a par t of the forest thanks to efforts by
the National Forests Authority (NFA). Forest cover declined from
24 per cent in 1990 t o 11 per cent in 2015.

THE EAST AFRICAN

MATTIAS NITSCHKE MAR 05, 2018 11:48AM

Schyst Resande
Schyst resande is a swedish network for fair-travel. Some of
the material they have is in english. They do various work to
encourage conscious travels and are also trying to change
the swedish tourist and travel industry. 

http://www.schystresande.se/fair-travel

PONTUS ROSEEN MAR 05, 2018 10:18AM

There isn't really any need for flight,
trains are (and have honestly always
been) the future of widespread travel
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-01-
09/high-speed-rail-now-rivals-�ying-on-key-global-routes

K. O. MAR 05, 2018 09:32AM

Sustainable Travel Can Be Budget-
Friendly
 Expansion of tourism often resulted in "overtourism". Huge
impact of the scale of carbon footprint from travel industry
needs to be taken into consideration for sustainable travel
industry in the future. 
https://www.nytimes.com/2017/09/27/travel/sustainable-
travel-budget-affordable-tips.html

JACOB SANDSTRÖM MAR 04, 2018 10:41PM

Snowmobiles and four-wheelers in
Jämtland are bigger polluters than
planes
Could only �nd this article in swedish. In the article they
state that these vehicles has higher emissions compared to
domestic air traf�c. Domestic air traf�c had emissions at
3000 tone while snowmobiles and four-wheeler had 25 000
tone, in the region.  

http://sverigesradio.se/sida/artikel.aspx?
programid=78&artikel=6898586

EVA ANDERSSON MAR 04, 2018 08:42PM

SUVs increasing in popularity
https://www.nytimes.com/2018/03/03/climate/suv-sales-
global-climate.html?
rref=collection%2Fsectioncollection%2Fclimate&action=clic
k&contentCollection=climate&region=stream&module=stre
am_unit&version=latest&contentPlacement=2&pgtype=sect
ionfront 
 
An article on how SUVs and pickup trucks are increasing in
popularity, which is unfortunate for the climate as SUVs
typically are not as fuel-ef�cient as smaller cars and are also
unlikely to go electric soon.

LUCY_MCCREANOR MAR 04, 2018 07:41PM

A platform to help with sustainable travel
This company wants to build a platform where you can �nd,
learn about and book sustainable properties in the means
for more sustainable travelling...
https://chuffed.org/project/promote-sustainable-travel-
with-istayeco 
 

AYESHA ALI MAR 04, 2018 06:24PM

Other factors to consider when trying to
travel more sustainably
Carbon emissions from �ights are certainly the biggest
environmental concern when traveling, but there are
numerous other habits we need to change/be more mindful
of that are equally important. This article goes over some of
the ways travelers can do less harm, from being mindful of
the countries they are going to and the practices they are
�nancing, to remembering to bring a reusable water bottle
and shopping bag--it all makes a difference.

Reusable bags and no
elephants: travel the world
without trashing it
Holidays can be a trashy
experience - envir onmentally
speaking, that is. F rom the fuel and
resources burnt to get to wherever we're going to the piles of
rubbish left behind, tr avellers leave a hefty footprint on the
world we're so intent on seeing. Y et hunting down ethical tr avel
choices can be frustr ating.

THE GU ARDIAN

ESMÉE RAM AAKER MAR 04, 2018 02:02PM

Carbon Tax Center
This twitter feed shares, collects and posts about the
possibilities of a carbon tax for a clean energy future. As
they say themselves: " Leading source on hard facts,
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rigorous analysis, and honest politics on taxing climate
pollution ef�ciently and fairly for a clean energy future. 

https://twitter.com/carbontaxcenter

VERA SCHUM ANN MAR 03, 2018 05:40PM

Impacts of taking the boat
Last week, I had a �eld trip in Gotland with another course
and was sad when I heard that in this case taking the ferry
does not have a minor impact on the environment than
�ying. Unfortunatley, I couldn't �nd the original article, but I
found this webpage which focuses on the protection of the
baltic sea and, amongst others, names shipping as a threat
to it. Reading things like this makes me question if there is a
possibility to travel sustainably or if travelling always
involves a bad consciousness.  

http://www.balticsea2020.org/english/the-baltic-seas-
challanges/shipping#

JÖRAN M ATSON MAR 03, 2018 04:40PM

US gov't increases carbon credit tax
incentives for CSS
https://www.greentechmedia.com/articles/read/can-
updated-tax-credits-make-carbon-capture-
mainstream#gs.zSimCDU 

TIM KUY VENHO VEN MAR 02, 2018 08:46PM

Podcast with Peter Kalmus & a song
referencing climate policy and lifestyle
changes.
Peter discusses his “Be-Cycling” response to climate change.
Through a series of lifestyle changes he has reduced his
personal CO2 emissions from 20 tonnes a year–which is
about the US national average–to two tonnes. And he says
he’s had a great time doing it.
https://www.rootsimple.com/2015/02/039-climate-
change-and-be-cycling-with-peter-kalmus/

Song: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w1RmQ8TuKa8 
- ''How come we always have to drive 
I keep wishing corporations, and the politicians would make
tighter restrictions on our fossil fuel emissions and
meanwhile 
Why don't we walk'' - Mishka: 3rd eye vision 

JOSE PHINE MAR 02, 2018 05:47PM

“A lazy person’s guide to saving the
world”
Source: World Economic Forum 
Seven simple guidelines for change.  
https://www.facebook.com/worldeconomicforum/videos/
10155155806976479/

JOSEPHINE_KALDOR_4282 MAR 02, 2018 04:52PM

IATA sets 2025 sustainable fuel target
http://atwonline.com/eco-aviation/iata-sets-2025-
sustainable-fuel-target 
 
Sustainable development update: United States  
https://www.jdsupra.com/legalnews/sustainable-
development-update-february-42333/

JONAS BARTKE MAR 02, 2018 01:35PM

Night trains to Europe – New
opportunities to Scandinavian
sustainable travelers
Danes and Swedes belong to those who have increased the
number of �ights at most in Europe – they are now �ying
like 5-6 times a year. The climate impact from the planes
thus follows the wrong path. Fortunately, there are good
opportunities to replace the �ights, at least in Europe: We
should be able to take a night train that can provide
convenient trips to many destinations.  
https://back-on-track.eu/night-trains-to-europe-new-
opportunities-to-scandinavian-sustainable-travelers/ 
 
 

KAYLA VAN CLEA VE MAR 02, 2018 12:29PM

Debate on Swedish Flight taxes

Swedes �ying to exotic
locations to pay sky high green
tax - Radio Sweden
Swedes travelling to far-flung
destinations such as Thailand
should be forced to pay a green tax
of upto SEK 430 per person, a r eport presented to the ...

SVERIGESRADIO

another side of this:
https://sverigesradio.se/sida/artikel.aspx?

programid=2054&artikel=6715487 ― KAYLA VAN CLEAVE

SONJA FÖLSTER MAR 02, 2018 11:14AM

https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2017/jan/19/
how-to-reduce-carbon-footprint 
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LAURA MI TCHELL MAR 02, 2018 12:11AM

Environmentally friendly holiday
transport modechoices among students:
the role of price, timeand convenience
An interesting study to see what factors in�uence
(european) students' choices regarding their travel. 
In summary: Cost is the most important, followed by
duration of travel.  
Traveling by plane was found to be the top choice. 

Holiday_transport_modes_among_student.pdf
PDF document

PADLET DRIVE

LILLY ZDANSKY CO TTLE MAR 01, 2018 02:20PM

David Suzuki foundation
https://davidsuzuki.org/what-you-can-do/air-travel-
climate-change/ 

Above homepage explains the environmental issue of
operating aeroplanes, as well as the impact of contrails (the
white tails we see behind planes in the sky) and high altitude
emissions. With these two phenomenon in mind, the IPCC
(Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change)  has estimated
that the “climate impact of aircraft is two to four times
greater than the effect of their carbon dioxide emissions
alone.”

HARRISON CROSS MAR 01, 2018 01:02PM

Jordan leading the way for 'sustainable
travel.'
http://www.travelmarketreport.com/articles/Tourism-
Cares-and-Jordan-Promote-Local-Sustainable-Travel

MARIANAFER_FERGAR FEB 28, 2018 09:04PM

flying taxes......real impact?

What you need to know about
Sweden's proposed new airline
tax
The Swedish government is set to
propose a new tax on airline tick ets
designed to encourage consumers
to choose other methods of tr ansport and therefore reduce the
carbon footprint of air tr avel - a controversial move as far as the
country's opposition par ties are concerned. Her e's everything
you

THELOCAL

江崎友亮 FEB 28, 2018 07:00PM

Ecological footprint calculater

How many planets does it take
to sustain your lifestyle?
What is your Ecological Footprint?
How many planets does it tak e to
support your lifestyle? Take this
free quiz to find out!

FOOTPRINTCALCULATOR

ELINA HEDM AN FEB 28, 2018 05:35PM

Why the ecotourism industry must
embrace clean energy solutions

Why the ecotourism industry
must embrace clean energy
solutions
People are traveling more than
ever. A growing global middle class
is giving rise to a 'travelling class';
those who view tr avel as an essential par t of life, rather than a
luxury. While much of this is business tr avel, we are also taking
holidays to increasingly far-flung destinations.

ECO-BUSINESS

IDA LUNDGREN FEB 28, 2018 03:47PM

Swedish Politicians – “We can increase
our flying”
I could only �nd the article in Swedish, so here’s what it’s
about:  
 
A majority of the parliamentarians (6 out of 10) who
answered SvD’s survey believe that Swedish people can
increase their �ying. 
 
One argument among the politicians is that it is not realistic
that we will �y less considering the population growth.
Another argument is that it is important for Sweden’s
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※※※※※※

economic growth and competitiveness.  They do agree on
that the CO2 emissions need to decrease, but many believe
the best, or more "realistic" solution is to use more biofuel. 

Svenska politiker går emot
forskarna: Vi kan �yga mer
En majoritet av de
riksdagsledamöter som besv arat
SvD:s enkät anser att sv enskarna
kan öka sitt flygande - tvärtemot
forskarna. - Vi står fr amför stora strukturella omställningar och
det finns ingen lösning som inte svider . Vi måste flyga mindre,
säger miljöprofessor Johan Rockstr öm.

SVD.SE

EMMA VANDENBROECK FEB 28, 2018 09:48AM

‘Green’ on the ground but not in the air
 ‘Green’ on the ground but not in the air: Pro-environmental
attitudes are related to household behaviours but not
discretionary air travel.  

A scienti�c article which shows that pro-environmental
attitudes don't have an effect on air travel. Their conclusion
is that to reduce air travel, policy-makers should not focus
on inspiring pro-environmental attitudes but use economic
instruments, like taxation, instead. 

(Article available via Uppsala University Library) 
 
Ian Alcock et al. 2017,  ‘Green’ on the ground but not in the
air: Pro-environmental attitudes are related to household
behaviours but not discretionary air travel. Global
Environmental Change 42, pp: 136-147 

JOE STADLER FEB 27, 2018 05:35PM

Free public transport
Germany is trying to reduce their air pollution in big cities,
with proposing free public transport in such cities. There
are a lot of critics to this idea, nevertheless I think it's an
interesting topic, in how to make public transport more
favorable than cars in the future.

German cities to trial free
public transport to cut pollution
Plan to be tested in fiv e cities in
effort to meet EU air pollution
targets and avoid big fines "Car
nation" Germany has surprised
neighbours with a r adical proposal to reduce road traffic by
making public transport free, as Berlin scrambles to meet EU air
pollution targets and avoid big fines.
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